FLAPP: THE FUTURE LAB AACHEN APP

FUTURE LAB AACHEN
THE ART OF PROGRESS

AACHEN IS ALIVE WITH SCIENCE
The entire city moves to the rhythm of its universities and researchers. Discover Future Lab Aachen!

FUTURELAB-AACHEN.DE is the platform of "Future Lab Aachen". In the Events Calendar: day by day fascinating science-related events. In the Magazine: stories, pictures, engineering artists... For everyone with a thirst for knowledge.

GET THE APP

www.futurelab-aachen.de

SCIENCE APP-TO-DATE
WITH FLAPP ON TOUR THROUGH AACHEN
FLAPP is a virtual guide that takes you on a 1.3 km tour of Aachen’s historic city centre and the RWTH Aachen University inner-city campus area. It explores the science side of Aachen with a 13-topic focused stations tour. FLAPP guides you to known and unknown places, shows what’s going inside the institutes, and offers insights into current research projects.

Each of the 13 FLAPP stations has its own topic: virtual worlds, the art of engineering, communication, energy, mobility, medicine and many other future issues. But FLAPP also explains oddities like a facade mosaic that depicts the surface structure of titanium in 14,000x magnification, or takes you to fascinating sights like a historic steam engine.

To ensure that you can’t miss them, the individual stations have information stands and signposts indicating what you can see there. With GPS-guidance, an audio guide, images, videos, expert statements, and, at selected stations: 3D objects. Available in English and German.

Download via WLAN recommended.